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HOW TO IMITATE NATURE
IN HER MANNER OF OPERATION:
BETWEEN WHAT JOHN CAGE DID

AND WHAT HE SAID HE DID

YOU NAKAI

Reading music is for musicologists. There is no
straight line to be drawn between notes
and sounds.

—45’ for a Speaker (1954)

1

N THE SUMMER OF 1952, John Cage wrote a letter to Pierre Boulez
informing his then friend of his involvement with a new work for

magnetic tape. After describing in detail the technical procedures
involved, he added in excitement: “All my interest is in this field and it
is doubtful that I may return to concert music” (Nattiez 1993, 132).
History proved this prediction wrong. After completing Williams Mix,
his first tape piece described to Boulez as being in its prenatal stage,

I
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142 Perspectives of New Music

Cage did not return to magnetic tape until 1958, when his second tape
piece, Fontana Mix, was created. During the five or so intervening
years he continued to compose numerous “concert music.” The com-
poser himself has offered an obvious explanation for this deferral: “tape
is expensive” (Cage 1961, 77). But whatever the reasons, this was not
a mere retreat. In 1957, the composer, who had been writing music
for conventional instruments for the last five years, claimed: “Whether
one uses tape or writes for conventional instruments, the present musi-
cal situation has changed from what it was before tape came into
being” (Cage 1961, 10). Cage’s foresight thus turned out to be at
least partially true—the “concert music” he returned to had been for-
ever transformed by magnetic tape.

2

The article “Experimental Music” (1957), which describes the impact
of magnetic tape, proceeds to outline the technical specificities of the
transformation brought by this new media. After listing up the pro-
cesses of sound modulation that “a minimum of two tape recorders and
a disk recorder” allow, Cage summarizes: “The situation made avail-
able by these means is essentially a total sound-space, the limits of which
are ear-determined only” (Cage 1961, 9). The spatial metaphor here
need not to deceive us, for the “totality” revealed was also temporal:
“magnetic tape music makes it clear that we are in time itself, not in
measures of two, three, or four or any other number” (Cage 1961, 70).

But these revelations should have already lacked the luster of novelty
in 1957. For the spatiotemporal field, which leaves behind the con-
straints of the old musical convention, and wherein “any sounds may
occur in any combination and in any continuity” (Cage 1961, 8), had
a well-known precedent in the Cagean discourse. As the famous story
goes, the anechoic chamber, technologically equipped to absorb all
reflections of sound inside and to filter out all sounds from outside,
nonetheless defied the composer’s intentions to hear “actual silence”
(Cage and Charles 1981, 115) in the summer of 1952.1 Two sounds
that his own body produced—that of his nervous system and his blood
circulation—remained unsilenced. The lesson derived from this inci-
dent can be paraphrased by tracing the revelations of the magnetic tape
word by word, albeit turning the latter’s expression of possibility into
an absolute condition: sounds may always occur in any combination
and in any continuity, regardless of the composer’s intentions. Once
this insight was attained, the next step was to apply the principle to the
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How to Imitate Nature in Her Manner of Operation 143

composition of “concert music.” Later that summer, Cage premiered
4’33” in which the pianist David Tudor remained silent on stage,
thereby shifting the audience’s ear, in the same manner as in the ane-
choic chamber, to other existing sounds they had excluded without
knowing so.

To be sure, these parallels were noted by the composer himself in
“Experimental Music” under the rubric of chance: “It is a striking
coincidence, that just now the technical means to produce such a free-
ranging music are available” (Cage 1961, 8). But here again, the tone
of the composer sounds strangely out of time, for the significance of
magnetic tape had already become connected to the lessons of the ane-
choic chamber five summers ago. And once the connection was
established, it was established for good. When access to actual mag-
netic tape was denied, the task naturally became one of imitating the
manner of operation of this “technical means” in “concert music,” via
whatever other available methods. From the anechoic chamber to mag-
netic tape, and from magnetic tape to “concert music,” thus runs a
chain of imitation, which sets the basis for the new terrain of composi-
tion for Cage in the early 1950s.

3

But there is a second series of imitation that Cage outlines. By provid-
ing technological access to the totality of the sound-space, magnetic
tape also reveals, “that we are, in fact, technically equipped to trans-
form our contemporary awareness of nature’s manner of operation into
art” (Cage 1961, 9). Thus, in addition to bridging the lessons of the
anechoic chamber with the composition of concert music, magnetic
tape performs a similar mediational role between “nature’s manner of
operation” and art. And by doing so, it fulfills the latter’s goal, which
Cage had previously rendered into an idiosyncratic formula: “The
function of art is to imitate nature in her manner of operation” (Cage
1967, 31).

Cage had encountered this phrase sometime in the mid-1940s, in
The Transformation of Nature in Art (1934) written by the philosopher
Ananda Coomaraswamy.2 This was a period when the dysfunctional
objective of “self-expression” had pushed the composer to several ner-
vous breakdowns and the verge of a career change: “when I saw that
everyone was expressing himself differently and using a different way of
composing, I deduced that we were in a Tower of Babel situation
because no one was understanding anybody else; for instance, I wrote
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144 Perspectives of New Music

a sad piece and people hearing it laughed. It was clearly pointless to
continue in that way, so I determined to stop writing music until I
found a better reason than ‘self-expression’ for doing it” (Kostelanetz
2003, 230). As the story goes, it was the reading of Asian philosophy
like Coomaraswamy that saved the composer’s career.3

But the “better reason” Cage claims to have found in Coomara-
swamy’s book, and held onto for the rest of his life, deserves a careful
inspection. There is a peculiar indirectness embedded in the formula:
the imitation called upon is not of nature, but of nature in her manner
of operation. Faithful to Coomaraswamy’s own argument, Cage repeat-
edly emphasized this seemingly subtle difference. Two examples will
suffice—in 1959: “In an older view, and in my own, it is the artist’s
duty to imitate in his work not the appearance of nature, but her man-
ner of operation” (Cage and Hoover 1959, 246); and thirty years later,
in 1990: “art is an imitation of nature not as she is but in her manner
of operation” (Cage 1990, 229–30).

As David W. Patterson noted, Coomaraswamy, along with Thomas
Aquinas, back to whom the preposition can be traced, “appl[ies] the
term ‘Nature’ in the broadest context, indicating the universal, natural
order through which individual phenomena are created” (Patterson
2002, 195). In other words, nature, whose manner of operation is to
be imitated, does not refer to the appearance of this or that being, but
to the generative mechanism behind all things sensible. This operative
principle paraphrases the “Tower of Babel situation” accordingly: if the
audience laugh instead of cry, then nature must operate in manners
that doom the composer’s apparently natural exhibition of his emo-
tion. Nature’s manner of operation reveals nature’s appearance, or the
appearance of nature, to be only a naturalized convention.

Coomaraswamy’s formula thus resolves the predicament of “self-
expression” by putting it in a meta-perspective: if nature’s manner of
operation disrupts and relativizes all intended messages conveyed in
sound, then what must be intended for communication in art is none
other than that specific manner of operation of nature. The purpose for
art is not communication, but to clarify that communication is precisely
not the purpose. Cage made this point clear from the first instance he
referred to Coomaraswamy’s formula: “The highest purpose is to have
no purpose at all. This puts one in accord with nature in her manner of
operation” (Cage 1961, 155). Or, as he paraphrased in his well-known
proposition: “I have nothing to say and I am saying it and that is
poetry as I need it” (Cage 1961, 109).
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How to Imitate Nature in Her Manner of Operation 145

4

In Cage’s compositional system of the late 1940s, however, there was
still one common ground mitigating the confusion of tongues: tempo-
ral duration, which the composer hailed as the only parameter shared
between sound and silence, and consequently between composition
and listening. Holding onto this absolutely silent basis of time implied
a secured communication, at least on negative terms—what the com-
poser does not write, the audience would not hear. Consequently,
relativization via Coomaraswamy’s formula was enacted solely upon
the level of interpretation (semantics of sound), and the composer con-
cerned himself with devising different methods for accommodating
materials within a given durational structure that did not entail “self-
expression”—until he came across the method of chance.

From this perspective, the anechoic chamber incident conclusively
broadened the understanding of “nature’s manner of operation” from
an issue of message—what the sounds convey—to that of media—the
conveyance of sounds. Following the crisis of “self-expression,” the
attempt to “put silence to the test” (Cage and Charles 1981, 115)
resulted in a second loss of faith. Turning himself into a listener, the
composer discovered that the silent duration that he had intended as
the base medium for communicating sounds did not necessarily reach
the listener’s domain. Nature’s manner of operation made it clear that
there was no absolute silence, no common ground, and no singular,
determinate medium.

But to be precise, the situation must be described from the listener’s
standpoint, for, “what has happened, is that I have become a listener
and the music has become something to hear” (Cage 1961, 7). The
epiphany then takes on the form of a seemingly paradoxical proposition:
listening is indeterminate, yet inevitable. Indeterminate, because one
cannot foresee what will be heard, and inevitable, because there is
always something to be heard. So again, the meta-perspective applies:
if nature’s manner of operation inherently relativizes the communica-
tion of all intended sounds (and not merely of the emotions through
sounds), then the sole purpose of art lies in imitating that manner of
operation.4 But since nature’s modus operandi now extends to the very
medium—the silent duration—linking composition and listening,
Cage’s entire music, which hinged on this common ground, had to be
reconfigured. The problem of mediation between sound and listening
must be extended to all the other phases of musical composition.
Thus, the 1952 manifesto declares: “nothing is accomplished by writ-
ing a piece of music/nothing is accomplished by hearing a piece of
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146 Perspectives of New Music

music/nothing is accomplished by playing a piece of music” (Cage
1961, xii). Accomplishment obtains in none of these individual phases,
but rather, in the invention of new ways to mediate one phase into
another, indeterminately, yet inevitably.

5

Since the indeterminate status of listening had been confirmed in the
anechoic chamber (“our ears are now in excellent condition”) (Cage
1961, xii), Cage’s preoccupation henceforth concentrated upon the
phases of writing and performance. And it was precisely to this objec-
tive that magnetic tape provided a model. During the same summer of
1952 when the letter to Boulez was written, and towards the end of
that year, Cage started to work on two series of concert music: Music
for Piano and Music for Carillon. He would continue to add to each
series for the next four years, accumulating by 1956 a total of 84 pieces
for piano, and three for carillon.

The two series employed similar “Process of Composition” (Cage
1961, 60): First, randomly scattered points (the number of which were
determined by chance operations) were obtained, either by marking
the imperfections found on a blank sheet of transparent paper or card-
board, or by making holes in every overlapping part of a folded sheet
of paper. Second, these points were transcribed onto a graph paper or
a “master page” with blank staves, through which they became legible
as musical notes. In 1954, Cage confirmed the source of inspiration for
this procedure: “If it needed to be clear, magnetic tape makes it per-
fectly so, that we are not in a twelve-tone or any other discrete situation.
The reason I am presently working with imperfections in paper is this:
I am thus able to designate certain aspects of sound as though they
were in a field, which of course they are” (Cage 1961, 157).

Indeed, the parallels seem obvious: the total temporal–spatial field of
sound (or “the universe of possibilities,” as Cage was fond of saying),
discovered in the anechoic chamber, and technically enabled by mag-
netic tape, is further “imitated” by the blank sheet of transparent paper
or cardboard upon which randomly scattered points are found. To this
primordial layer, an external system of measurement—the grid or the
staves—is added, whereby it becomes possible to read and translate the
silent points into musical notes.5 The silent structural ground where
sounds were formally thrown into, no longer maintains the pretense of
an absolute base medium. What foregrounds instead is the relativity of
mediation directly resulting from its posterior position in relation to
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How to Imitate Nature in Her Manner of Operation 147

the mute phase of writing. Thus, the traditional hierarchy between the
system that measures and what is measured is reversed—just as all lis-
tening processes entailed the exclusion of other possible sounds, any
measurement that takes place does so in relation to other possible
readings. Already from Music for Carillon No. 2 and No. 3 (1954),
Cage’s instructions refer to the possibility of making “versions for any
range” of octave, “(and any time).” This possibility was soon to be
radicalized into a necessity from Winter Music (1957), when the com-
poser began relegating all mediational processes between the primor-
dial phase of writing and the performance score to the performer—a
method which he called “indeterminacy.”

To put it differently, the basis of Cagean graphic notation is the
recognition of a simple fact: as a graphic composed of points and lines,
any notation is indeterminate to begin with. The connection between a
certain visual sign and a certain sound is fundamentally arbitrary.
Determinacy was thus never an attribute of the notation per se, but
rather a correlative of the convention that regulates the mediation
from what is written on paper to what is played in performance. The
fact that a certain notation appears more determinate than another
merely indicates to which extent a given convention has become natu-
ralized, and its historical nature forgotten. “Principles and governments
are what favor forgetfulness. They are in themselves forgetfulness.
They distract us from what is” (Cage and Charles 1981, 148).

6

Cage, who did not “think of music as finished when it’s simply written
down” (Kostelanetz 2003, 107), developed an analogous tactic to the
phase of performance: the connection between what is performed and
what is produced as a result. Cage’s scores for unconventional instru-
ments from this period specify not the sound to be produced, but the
action to be executed on sound-producing devices.6 The “notes” in
the score of Imaginary Landscape No. 4 (1951), for instance, symbol-
ize neither pitch nor duration, but instruct instead the kilohertz to
which the performer should tune his radio receiver.

In other words, these scores are tablatures. And the nature of tabla-
tures—to recall the disclaimer which accompanies any description of
this form of notation—is that, “the tuning has to be known before
they can be used” (Gouk 1999, 131). Instruments like the prepared
piano, radios or record players, however, do not share this common
ground of tuning. So again, the conventional form of mediation is
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148 Perspectives of New Music

relativized, rendering the relationship between what is done to the
instrument and what comes out of it indeterminate. But the implica-
tions go further: scores which seem to specify sounds in a determinate
manner (i.e., all non-tablatures), only do so by taking the naturaliza-
tion of a given tuning for granted. Without the establishment of such
convention, any score is a tablature. Or, as Cage himself put it more
concisely: “tuning is another form of government” (Kostelanetz 2003,
102). If Cagean graphic scores emerged out of the discovery that all
scores are indeterminate, then Cagean tablatures based themselves in
an equally simple and radical realization: all instruments are funda-
mentally indeterminate.7

7

Cage summarized these tactics as follows: “I think that we should for-
get the relationship between writing and what is heard. . . . Indeed,
there can be a purposeless writing, a pure writing! And also a pure per-
formance, a pure listening. And each has nothing to do with any of the
others” (Cage and Charles 1981, 60). But the purity aimed in such
formulation is middling, for here and elsewhere, Cage tends to end his
description only halfway. What he leaves out of his discourse is the
actual process of mediating one “pure” phase into another. An active
forgetting of seemingly natural relationships between the various
phases must take place in order to reveal their indeterminate nature.
But a new act of mediation must follow. For the relationship between
what is written and what is performed, just like the relationship
between the total sound-space and the sounds that are actually heard,
is not only indeterminate, but also inevitable—if music is to be realized
at all. Cage always goes through this necessary process in his works,
but too often excludes it from his words. There is a gap between what
he does, and what he says he does.

This discursive rift extends to the metaphorical model of technologi-
cal media. If the model of magnetic tape enabled the imitation of
nature’s manner of operation, this was not simply because it revealed
the technicalities of “pure writing,” detached from the phases of per-
formance or listening. For the so-called totality of the temporal–spatial
sound field thus attained is—contrary to the Cage’s description—not
limited by the ear alone. Before the ear can intervene, limitation is
inevitably imposed by the necessary, technical process of playback.8
The composer who had instructed real-time changes of revolutions-per-
minute for variable-speed record players in Imaginary Landscape No. 1
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How to Imitate Nature in Her Manner of Operation 149

(1939) must have known this. Likewise to systems of tuning, the
determination of the playback speed is, in both record players and tape
machines, an institutional convention aimed at a particular goal: “the
repetition of the same thing” (Cage 1990, 170–71).9  The same com-
poser who so openly rejected this standardized system of mediation
when he talked about records, however, hastily appraises the equation
between space and time when it comes to magnetic tape: “Since so
many inches of tape equal so many seconds of time, it has become
more and more usual that notation is in space rather than in symbols
of quarter, half, and sixteenth notes and so on. Thus where on a page a
note appears will correspond to when in a time it is to occur” (Cage
1961, 11).

But juxtaposed to such commentaries are passages that assess mag-
netic tape for exactly the opposite reason: its asynchronous nature.
Through the technical defects of the medium, such as the impossibility
of perfect synchronization when playing several tapes at once, or the
effects of weather upon the material, Cage realized “that the score, the
requiring that many parts be played in a particular togetherness, is not
an accurate representation of how things are” (Cage 1961, 11). Cage
imitated this manner of operation with simultaneous performance of
several different pieces (as in the Music for Piano series), or ensembles
composed entirely of solo parts that can be combined together without
a score (as in Concert for Piano and Orchestra (1958)). When the mul-
ti-track recorder enabling technical synchronization appeared for the
first time towards the end of the decade, it was criticized for defying
the very potentials of the magnetic tape, by giving “one fixed relation
to separate tracks” (Kostelanetz 1996, 77).

Thus, Cagean discourse maintains a peculiar distance towards media-
tion between writing, performance, and listening—the necessary
processes that must occur to give birth to music, through which the
universe of possibilities inevitably becomes reduced, indeterminate
scores determined, and the totality of sound-space silenced. They must
occur, but must occur tentatively, for once rendered determinate they
acquire the appearance of nature, driving all other forms of mediation
into silence. That is why, when the composer decided to gradually
consign the entire process of realization to the performer (i.e., David
Tudor) starting from Winter Music (1957), the discrepancy on the
level of discourse was at last resolved on the level of practice. Or, so it
seemed.
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150 Perspectives of New Music

8

Around the same time Cage decided once and for all to let go of the
mediational processes between the different phases of composition, a
new dichotomy surfaced in his discourse: “object” and “process.” The
distinction here involves two opposing approaches to the temporality
of music. Seeing music as an “object” in space, is to see it from the
outside, as articulated and measured by determinate structures, and
having a beginning and ending. Against this, Cage posits the view of
music as “process” in time, wherein, “we are not separate from pro-
cesses but are in them, so that our feelings are not about but in them”
(Cage 1961, 237). External control and measurements are criticized,
beginnings and endings become irrelevant.

But the simplicity of the object/process dichotomy hides a rift
within the seemingly singular term “process.” For “process,” in oppo-
sition to “object” becomes understood solely as the “process of
performance,” rendering into oblivion its former use as the “process of
composition”: the phase of writing, and the process of mediating that
writing to the phase of performance—everything, in other words, that
the metaphor of magnetic tape had stood for.

Consequently, a new technology is summoned. Starting from the
early 1960s, Amplification takes over magnetic tape by doing away
with the mediational gap between the phase of writing and that of per-
formance. The seemingly neutral technology, which does no more
than to increase the gain of a sound signal in real time, does not appear
to have any issues of mediation; only immediate connection and disso-
lution of phases. Hence, it provided an ideal metaphorical model for
the newly defined Cagean “process.”

In 1963, this manner of operation of amplification was formulated as
follows: “something that happens (anything) can be experienced by
means of technique (electronic) as some other (any other) thing (hap-
pening). For instance, people getting in and out of elevators and the
elevators moving from one floor to another: this ‘information’ can acti-
vate circuits that bring to our ears a concatenation of sounds (music)”
(Cage 1967, 33). Circuits transform anything that happens into sound.
Even the phase of writing, which through its exteriority provided the
necessary viewpoint to convert music into an “object,” was no excep-
tion to the rule—as Cage demonstrated eloquently by choosing at the
premier of 0’00” (1962), the writing of the score for the same piece as
the “disciplined action” to be amplified.

From 1962 onwards, the previous compositional engagement with
intricate graphic scores and their translation into performable tabla-
tures becomes gradually replaced by the construction of circuits or
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How to Imitate Nature in Her Manner of Operation 151

“sound systems.” The notation of a piece would now specify the set-
ting of sound systems (e.g., Variations IV (1963)), or be simply
replaced by the construction of actual sound systems (e.g., Variations
V (1965), VII (1966), etc.). There is thus a fundamental shift in the
task of the composer: earlier, he wrote graphic scores that were then
passed on to the performer who transformed them into tablatures for
performance; now he “writes” the mechanics of transformation.

And discourse follows suit. In the general philosophy Cage formu-
lated around electronic technology, the indeterminate mediational
process of sound systems came to be described, following the simpli-
fied model of amplification, as determinate immediacy. Thus, another
reversal takes place: earlier, indeterminacy was situated between the
“pure” phases of composition; now it is sought in the variety of input
“information,” while “purity” becomes identified with the sound sys-
tems themselves. Earlier, the given determinate was each phase awaiting
mediation; now it is the process of immediate transformation.10 Thus,
sound systems in the 1960s takes on a similar structural role in Cage’s
compositional system as the silent durational structure in the 1940s: a
singular and neutral channel of mediation, wherein disparate materials
can be thrown into.

9

A frequent trope in Cage’s writings from this period is that of “small
sounds”—the object of amplification. The faint scratching sound of
the pen writing down the instructions for 0’00” in 1962, turned, by
1966, into inaudible waves in the air picked up by various technologi-
cal receivers (such as telephone lines, radios, geiger counters, and so
on), amplified and played out from loudspeakers in Variations VII. In
1970, it was further abstracted as the composer spoke of how seem-
ingly silent objects can nevertheless reveal their “inner life thanks to a
suitable technology” (Cage and Charles 1981, 221). The parallel Cage
attempts to draw between the anechoic chamber and “a suitable sound
system” (Cage and Charles 1981, 221), however, does not go very far.
For the semantic expansion of “small sounds” from unintentional
sounds accompanying disciplined action to the revelation of inner action
in mute objects, is at the same time, the physical reduction of “silence”
from sounds excluded from the ear due to subjective intentions to
physiologically inaudible vibrations. In this trajectory, the human ear
becomes objectively localized in relation to technology capable of per-
ceiving “small sounds.” As Frances Dyson brilliantly accounted, Cage
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had discovered “an ear detached from the mind, and therefore capable
of a ‘pure’ hearing” in technology (Dyson 1992, 389). An “ear of
technology” that framed the objectless world of pure processes, singu-
larly mediating the once again “absolute,” and “actual,” silence.

Thus the amplification model, with its immediate and seeming neu-
tral manner of operation, provides a relief to the composer’s previous
anxiety about the mediational processes between the various phases,
and about everything that became lost, so to speak, in translation. The
proliferation of holistic terms in Cage’s discourse during this period
attests to this view: “By means of electronics, it has been made appar-
ent that everything is musical” (Kostelanetz 2003, 74); “all is
vibratory, i.e., musical—mikes to hear” (Fetterman 1996, 201). This
all-encompassing immediacy of technology, however, returns to imita-
tion, not of nature in her manner of operation, but, simply, of nature.
The focus on “process” naturalizes the process of mediation and thus
places it out of sight. This is how the boundaries between nature and
art, or life and art, disappear in Cage’s discourse of the sixties. By
1965, the purpose of art is no longer the imitation of nature in her
manner of operation: “all technology must move toward the way things
were before man began changing them: identification with nature in
her manner of operation, complete mystery” (Cage 1967, 18).

10

But the true mystery lies elsewhere. Throughout all these changes, one
thing remained strangely the same: the composer continued to compose
new works. Even after he claimed the identification between nature and
art, declared that “sounds one hears are music” (Cage 1967, 165), and
even stopped writing scores prior to performance in favor of sound sys-
tems, Cage consistently made efforts to demarcate one work from
another (in the form of “a posteriori scores,” for instance, which were
written after the performance). Naturally, this appeared paradoxical to
many, attracting numerous interviewers to pitch the obvious question:
“why do you still compose?” From the many attempts to answer this
succinct query, a particularly interesting reply is found in an interview
from 1973. After the usual explanation blaming others who ask him to
write new pieces fails against the tenacious interviewer who presses on,
and asks what would happen if no one asked him, Cage explains: “Per-
haps we have to go back to my silent piece. . . . I think what we need in
the field of music is a very long performance of that work” (Kostelanetz
2003, 105).
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This is a peculiar reply. What is the difference between life, and a
life-long performance of his “silent work,” better known as 4’33”? We
can answer and conclude with a speculation. No matter how encom-
passing the process, one condition innate within the notion of “work”
seems to distinguish it from nature or life: a work always presupposes the
existence of other works. Just as the structural grid imposed upon the
layer of mute points, work’s detachment and posterior status in relation
to nature or life opens itself for relativization. Even when it identifies
with nature, the identification remains indeterminate and tentative.
Whereas “principles and governments . . . favor forgetfulness” (Cage et
al. 1981, 149), a work always remembers the silences it creates.11

When Cage’s discourse in the 1960s turned against this manner of
operation of works, his practice contradicted those very words by the
sheer fact that it persisted. In this way, his works take over where his
words fail to account for them. At the end of the same decade, the
problematics of indeterminate yet inevitable mediation between the
different phases of composition rematerialized. The first work to revive
staff notation after more than a decade of hiatus in 1969, was curiously
entitled Cheap Imitation.12
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NO T E S

I would like to thank Gordon Mumma, Stanley Boorman, and
Julia Robinson for their thoughtful advice and generous support
in writing this paper.

An earlier version of this paper was presented at the American
Musicological Society annual meeting 2011 in San Francisco.

1. Although the view that the anechoic chamber experience occurred
in 1951 is dominant, there is a discrepancy in Cage’s own account
about when the event took place. “Experimental Music: A Doc-
trine” (1955) describes the event as follows: “one enters an
anechoic chamber, as silent as technologically possible in 1951”
(Cage 1961, 13). However, thirty years later, in “An Autobio-
graphical Statement” (1989), Cage explains that he went to
Harvard immediately after “the happening at Black Mountain Col-
lege” in the summer of 1952, and subsequently composed 4’33”
which was premiered in August of the same year (Kostelanetz 2000,
243). In an unpublished email interview with the author (con-
ducted on February 13, 2012), Christian Wolff revealed that it was
his friend at Harvard, Ted Schultz, a graduate student researching
acoustical engineering, who organized Cage’s visit to the anechoic
chamber. Since Wolff enrolled at Harvard in Fall 1951, this leaves
no chance of Cage’s visit taking place before then.

2. Although any conclusive documentation is lacking, Patterson spec-
ulates that “Cage was reading Coomaraswamy’s The Transformation
of Nature in Art within months of his arrival in New York in the
fall of 1942” (Patterson 2002, 184).

3. As Edward Crooks observes, Cage’s narrativization of his actions
must not be confounded with what he “actually” did: “Clearly
Cage’s retrospective version of events has elements of personal
myth. Cage did not stop composing, nor did he wholly stop
attempting to communicate meaning until at least the late forties”
(Crooks 2011, 111). However, it is also too facile an attitude to
dismiss a narrative presented by the composer because of its dis-
crepancy with “reality.” Analysis should be directed neither at
what happened, nor what the composer says happened, but at the
relationship between these two phenomena.
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4. The analysis conducted here thus presents a slightly different view
of Cagean nature from recent scholarship on the same subject,
most notably that of Benjamin Piekut and Matt Rogalsky.
Although both studies are excellent works that this paper has cer-
tainly benefited from, I do not entirely submit to their shared view
to equate Cage’s nature with chance: “there was one nature, the
nature of chance” (Piekut 2013, 147); “Nature, for Cage, was at
least partly a synonym for ‘chance’” (Rogalsky 2010, 133). Cagean
nature is connected not to chance, but to indeterminacy. There is
nothing in the concept of chance that disrupts nature’s appearance.
That is precisely why chance operations could be coupled neatly
with the system of rhythmic structure of the 1940s based on the
silent duration which encompasses all the sounds and silences.
Indeterminacy, on the other hand, relativizes the mediational pro-
cesses between the different phases of composition, and thus
successfully imitates “nature’s manner of operation” as a composi-
tional principle.

5. In the five pieces of the Projection series written between Decem-
ber 1950 to February 1951, and the four pieces of the Intersection
series written subsequently until 1953, Morton Feldman initiated a
notational innovation which Cage lauded for having, “changed the
responsibility of the composer from making to accepting” (Cage
1961, 129). However, Feldman’s graphic notation is written fol-
lowing the opposite procedure to Cage’s: (1) A basic grid
composed of timeline segmentation in the horizontal axis and allo-
cation of pitch register in the vertical axis is installed; (2) specific
values filling each grid square is assigned. Feldman discovered that
the “most important flaw” (Feldman 2000, 6) of such graph music
lay in the reciprocal proportion between the decrease in the preci-
sion of the means and the clarity of its result. Such acknowledge-
ment of defect, however, only attests to the fact that Feldman’s
graphic notation still remained rooted upon the determinate syn-
chronization between what is written and what is heard. Even
during the period of Feldman’s greatest output in graphic notation
pieces, the majority of his compositions were still conventionally
notated pieces. “Between 1953 and 1958 the graph was aban-
doned” (Feldman 2000, 6).

6. As Liz Kotz points out, this tendency had germinated in the 1940s
with the pieces for prepared piano: “Although Cage’s score for the
Sonatas and Interludes still looks conventional, the function of
notation has begun to move away from representing sounds
toward an operational model, indicating actions” (Kotz 2007, 38).
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7. Beginning from his realization of Cage’s Variations I (1958),
David Tudor engaged in implementing electronic amplification to
his piano to attain a state where “you could only hope to influ-
ence” (Wilding-White 1973) the instrument. Tudor’s pursuit of
developing indeterminate instruments eventually lead him to shift
from playing the piano to making his own electronic compositions
after the mid-1960s.

8. A persistent tendency in theories of technological reproduction
narrating the changes in twentieth-century music has been the
interpretation of the record groove as the ultimate notation. For
instance, Theodor Adorno, upon inspecting the phonograph
record in 1934, marveled at the “true language . . . inseparably
committed to the sound that inhabits this and no other acoustic
groove” (Adorno 1990, 59). Half a century later, Friedlich Kittler
imitates his predecessor: “only the phonograph can record all the
noise produced by the larynx prior to any semiotic order and lin-
guistic meaning.” And the Lacanian triad of psychoanalytical
orders is summoned to explain this marvel: “Thus, the real, . . . has
the status of phonography” (Kittler 1999, 16). This chain of dis-
cursive symptoms suggest only one fact: that the record groove, by
its outright materialistic impression, tends to evoke fetishism in
many theorists. What they claim to see, however, is not matter, but
an image of matter. What must be analyzed instead is the process
of mediation that the phonograph enacts. The psychological con-
glutination toward the visual trace that mediation leaves behind
(often disguised under the name of “écriture” or “the real”)
silences once again the process of mediation. What is left in return
is a genealogy of hackneyed teleologies dreaming of unifying what
is written with what is heard. Cage gives a much more accurate
description of the issue: “A record tends to be the repetition of the
same thing” (Cage 1990, 171–72). Even if a certain technology
seems more suitable for imitating nature’s manner of operation
than others, this remains merely a matter of “tendency.” Rather
than becoming the actual means of production, the new recording
technology was thus understood as a metaphorical model through
which the imitation of nature’s manner of operation is enabled.

9. The fixation of speed is the result of the strategies employed
against the indeterminate tendency of media by the record indus-
try. In 1885, Emile Berliner invented the gramophone, which
separated the recording and playback function, originally com-
bined in Edison’s phonograph. Berliner thus introduced an
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entirely new notion of a master (record), paving the path towards
mass (re)production of musical works.

10. Cage had both theoretical and practical reasons to disavow the
actual construction of sound systems. The first was his desire to
relegate the process of mediation to performers, and the second,
his relative lack of knowledge about electronics. His simple solu-
tion was to let others build them, as exemplified in the “a
posteriori score” of Variations V (1965) listing up the names of
people involved in the construction of sound system. It is note-
worthy that Cage’s role, apart from writing the score, is indicated
as making the tape recordings to be played through the system.

11. Lydia Goehr diagnosed Cage’s seemingly incoherent behavior in
the following way: “Cage has not obviously succeeded with 4’33”,
and other such ‘works,’ in undermining the force of the work-con-
cept within the musical institution. . . . Whatever changes have
come about in our material understanding of musical sound, the
formal constraints of the work-concept have ironically been main-
tained” (Goehr 1992, 264). Thus, “What he [Cage] and other
avant-gardists demand in theory has to be contradicted by practice,
if that practice functions with ideals one opposes in theory, yet, for
whatever reason and however reluctantly, one accepts in practice”
(Goehr 1992, 261). It has been the intention of this paper, never-
theless, to reveal the existence of a coherent “reason” behind this
seeming contradiction.

12. A parallel shift can be observed in Cage’s discourse around the
same period. One notable case is the sudden hiatus of Diary: How
to Improve the World (You Will Only Make Matters Worse) circa
1973. The diverse and mutually irrelevant “mosaic” entries of
Cage’s diary, which the composer started in 1965, had been
bound by a straightforward praise of technology that was consid-
ered to annul various differences and attain an immediacy through
which then-current social problems could be solved. However,
Cage reported the reason for not being able to continue his diary
in the forewords for Empty Words published in 1980: “I am an
optimist. . . . But by the news each day I’ve been in a sense made
dumb. In 1973 I began another installment of my Diary: How to
Improve the World (You Will Only Make Matters Worse): it remains
unfinished” (Cage 1980, ix). The diary is finally resumed and com-
pleted in 1983 (with a similar commentary on being dumbfounded
by recent events on the news), but its tone is decidedly different.
This reconsideration of his former optimism sets the basic tone for
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Cage’s discourse as well as his music after the 1970s, in which the
significance of the specific form of “work” is foregrounded again,
over the celebration of all-encompassing immediacy brought forth
by technology: “A necessary aspect of the immediate future, not
just in the field of environmental recovery, is work, hard work, and
no end to it. Much of my music since 1974 is extremely difficult to
play. . . . People frequently ask me what my definition of music is.
This is it. It is work. That is my conclusion” (Cage 1980, 184–186).
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